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Subacute Thyroiditis Developed While Waiting
for Papillary Thyroid Cancer Surgery:
Pathologically Proven Two Cases
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Department of Nuclear Medicine, Kyungpook National University School of Medicine and Hospital1, Department of Pathology,
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Co-existence of subacute thyroiditis and papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) is rarely reported. We have recently
experienced interesting cases of subacute thyroiditis, which developed while waiting for elective surgery of thyroid
cancer in two patients. Two women, aged 52 and 55 years, suspected or diagnosed as PTC complained of anterior
neck pain and febrile sensation several weeks before the scheduled surgery. Both cases showed elevated serum
thyroid hormones and erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and decreased thyroid-stimulating hormone. Ill-defined
hypoechoic lesions on ultrasonography and decreased uptake on Tc-99m pertechnetate scan were noted in both
lobes. Total thyroidectomy for PTC was performed after relief of symptoms either by steroid or non-steroid
anti-inflammatory drug treatment. Pathologic evaluation of surgical specimen revealed multinucleated giant cells
and mononuclear cell infiltration. Pathognomic findings of subacute thyroiditis in addition to PTC were observed
in both cases.
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logical confirmed cases from surgical specimens have

Introduction

rarely been reported. Herein, we report two cases of
the pathologically proven co-existence of SAT and

Subacute thyroiditis (SAT), also known as subacute

papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) in two middle-aged

granulomatous or de Quervain thyroiditis, is the most

women. Thyroid cancer was suspected by find needle

1,2)

Patients with SAT

aspiration cytology (FNAC), and elective total thyroi-

complain of anterior neck pain, commonly preceded by

dectomy was scheduled in both cases. Painful neck

upper respiratory inflammation.1,2) The incidence of

swelling and mild thyrotoxic symptoms were devel-

thyroid cancer is increasing worldwide, probably due

oped while waiting for surgery in both cases. Typical

to the widespread use of sensitive diagnostic tools

findings suggesting SAT and PTC were observed in

common cause of thyroid pain.

3)

such as ultrasound (US). Due to the fact that both

both cases via microscopic evaluation of the surgical

SAT and thyroid cancer occur most frequently in mid-

specimen acquired by total thyroidectomy.

dle-aged women, the presence of SAT and papillary
carcinoma could be observed in the same subject.
However, it is uncommon in the clinics, and patho-
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thyroid gland, especially the left lobe of the thyroid,

Case Reports
Case 1

was noted, and she complained that the tender area
had somewhat increased in size during the recent
days. Laboratory tests showed an increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) of 84 mm/h (normal

A 52-year-old female patient was transferred to our

range: 0-20 mm/h), but a normal leucocyte count. The

clinic for a palpable nodule in the right lobe of the thy-

levels of free thyroxine (fT4) and thyroid-stimulating

roid gland discovered during health screening. Thyroid

hormone (TSH) were 1.67 ng/dl (normal range, 0.89-

US showed a 1×1.2 cm hypoechoic nodule with scat-

1.80 ng/dl) and 0.05 mIU/L (normal range, 0.3-4.0

tered microcalcifications in the right upper lobe, which

mIU/L), respectively. Serum titer of either anti-Tg Ab

was confirmed as suspicious papillary thyroid carcino-

or AMA was within normal limits. Tc-99m pertechne-

ma (Category IV according to the Bethesda classi-

tate thyroid scan showed markedly decreased tracer

fication of thyroid cytologic evaluation) by FNAC (Fig.

uptake in both lobes of the thyroid, which was com-

1A). There were also two benign-looking nodules (1

patible to findings of SAT (Fig. 1D).

cm and 0.5 cm) in the right lobe and a heterogenous

Oral prednisolone (10 mg per day) was prescribed

echotexture in both lobes (Fig. 1A, B). Serum levels

and, as a result, most of her symptoms including the

of thyroid hormone, titers of antithyroglobulin antibody

anterior neck pain were improved within a week and

(anti-Tg Ab), and antimicrosomal antibodies (AMA)

the tenderness on the thyroid gland was also resolved.

were within normal limits.

Steroid was completely stopped at 1 month with dis-

While waiting for the scheduled surgery, the patient

appearance of the symptoms and tenderness on

presented fatigue and progressing neck pain, not im-

physical examination. Follow-up laboratory test con-

proved after taking acetaminophen at home. On phys-

ducted at 2 months after symptom onset revealed a

ical examination, tenderness on the firmly enlarged

normal ESR of 16 mm/h and normal leucocyte count,

Fig. 1. Image and histopathological findings of patient 1. Longitudinal (A) and transverse (B, C) thyroid ultrasonographic
images. Longitudinal image (A) shows a well-defined, 1.0 × 1.2 cm sized hypoechoic, microcalcified nodule in the right
lobe and strap muscle invasion of the nodule is suspected. In addition, diffuse hypoechogenicity was noted adjacent
to the thyroid nodule. Transverse image (B) reveals an ill-defined hypoechoic area in the subcapsular area of the left
lobe, findings compatible with thyroiditis. Follow-up transverse image (C) shows recovery from thyroiditis. Tc-99m
pertechnetate thyroid scan (D) shows marked decreased tracer uptake in both lobes of the thyroid. (E) (H&E stain, ×40)
and (F) (H&E stain, ×200) show papillary carcinoma. Papillary carcinoma is associated with interstitial fibrosis that results
from desmoplastic changes due to carcinoma. (G) (H&E stain, ×100) and (H) (H&E stain, ×200) show granulomatous
inflammation and interstitial fibrosis with multinucleated giant cells, which suggest subacute thyroiditis.
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and her thyroid hormone and TSH levels also became

tigraphy taken at 7 days revealed no iodine uptake in

normal. Follow-up US showed almost complete dis-

the thyroid bed. She has been free of clinical re-

appearance of the hypoechoic lesion (Fig. 1C).

currence and her serum thyroglobulin level remained

The patient underwent total thyroidectomy and right
central neck node dissection, because mass was
grossly extended to the surrounding soft tissue.

undetectable at six months after surgery.

Case 2

Pathologic evaluation of the surgical specimen con-

A 55-year-old woman presented vague neck dis-

firmed a 1.2-cm papillary carcinoma with direct ex-

comfort and feelings of increased size of a known

tension into the strap muscle and perithyroidal soft

neck mass, which was improved with acetaminophen

tissue. Lymphatic vascular or peri-neural invasion was

in the recent two weeks. Her medical record stated

absent, and all lymph nodes of the right central neck

that a huge 5-cm mass in the left lobe of the thyroid

were negative for cancer involvement. She was diag-

gland was observed on US 5 years ago at a local

nosed with T4aN0 PTC based on the American Joint

hospital. Neck computed tomography also demon-

Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 8th edition, and micro-

strated a large well-demarcated low-dense nodule in

scopic evaluation of the non-cancerous area of the

the corresponding region and an ill-defined nodular le-

thyroid gland revealed scattered areas of gran-

sion in the right lobe (Fig. 2A). Repeated FNAC tests

ulomatous inflammation with the destruction of fol-

showed atypia of undetermined significance (AUS) two

licular epithelial cells and colonization of multi-

times, but in two other tests, it showed a benign fol-

nucleated giant cells, consistent with the classic fea-

licular lesion (Fig. 2B); however, she refused further

tures of SAT (Fig. 1E-H).

visits despite the recommendation for surgical ex-

The patient was administered 100 mCi of adjuvant

cision after the last FNAC performed 2 years prior.

radioactive iodine under recombinant human TSH

She had experienced flu-like symptoms before the

stimulation, and subsequent whole body I-131 scin-

visiting our hospital. Thyroid US revealed a 5.0-cm

Fig. 2. Image and histopathological findings of patient 2. Neck CT (A) show a large well-demarcated low-dense nodule
in the left lobe. In addition, the transverse image of neck ultrasonography (B) shows a large heterogeneous hypoechoic
nodule in the left lobe, which was confirmed as a follicular variant of papillary carcinoma after surgery. Transverse image
(C) shows diffuse ill-defined hypoechogenicity in the subcapsular area; it looks taller than wide and has a speculated
margin. FNAC was performed at the hypoechoic nodule, and the result showed AUS. In the follow-up ultrasonographic
image (D), the hypoechoic nodule has significantly and the subcapsular diffuse hypoechogenicity has improved. (E) (H&E
stain, ×40) and (F) (H&E stain, ×400) show papillary carcinoma with encapsulated follicular variant. (G) (H&E stain, ×100)
and (H) (H&E stain, ×100) show granulomatous inflammation and interstitial fibrosis with multinucleated giant cells, which
suggest subacute thyroiditis.
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heterogenous echogenic nodule in the left lobe, which
was not quite different from images taken two years

roidectomy in both cases.
SAT is a spontaneously remitting inflammatory dis1,2)

ago. There also noted an irregular-margined deep hy-

order, possibly due to a post-viral response.

poechoic lesion in the right lobe (Fig. 2C). FNAC for

peak age of incidence is 40 to 50 years. It is sug-

lesions in both lobes were undertaken and results

gested that there is a seasonal peak, but this is not

were AUS for both lesions, while cells of the right le-

always confirmed.

sion were rather suggesting medullary thyroid cancer.

manifestation of SAT, and there are also common

Laboratory evaluation showed mildly increased ESR of

symptoms associated with thyroid dysfunction.

23 mm/h and a subclinical hyperthyroid state. Serum

palpation, the thyroid gland is painful, tender, and

levels of fT4 was 1.64 ng/dl, with a low TSH level of

enlarged. Systemic symptoms include fever, fatigue,

0.18 mIU/L. Both anti-Tg Ab and AMA titers were

muscle pain, and anorexia.

normal. Serum levels of calcitonin and carcinoem-

ally follows a tri-phasic course (thyrotoxicosis, hypo-

bryonic antigen were also normal.

thyroidism, and euthyroidism) that usually lasts 3

Follow-up US study taken two weeks later demon-

The

4)

4)

Clinically, neck pain is a typical

6,7)

5)

On

Thyroid dysfunction usu-

5)

months. Patients usually return to euthyroidism with8)

strated no changes in findings for the left nodular le-

in 6 to 12 months.

sion, while changes in shape and decrease in size of

thyroidism develops in 5% to 31% of patients, requir-

the hypoechoic lesion was observed in the right lobe,

ing long-term replacement with levothyroxine.

However, permanent hypo9)

suggesting a benign nature (Fig. 2D). Her laboratory

The diagnosis of SAT is usually based on clinical

findings including ESR, fT4, and TSH were within nor-

evidence, but laboratory tests and imaging studies are

mal limits.

useful.

Elective total thyroidectomy and both central neck

6,7,10)

Significant elevations in inflammatory

markers (ESR and C-reactive protein) are common.

5)

dissection were performed one month after the visit.

In the acute phase, most individuals have overt thyro-

Pathologic evaluation of the surgical specimen re-

toxicosis (high fT4 levels and low or undetectable TSH

vealed a 5.0-cm-sized follicular variant of papillary

levels). As a result of the destruction process, the

carcinoma in the left lobe. While in the right lobe,

free triiodothyronine (fT3)/fT4 ratio is usually low and

scattered areas of granulomatous inflammation and

the thyroglobulin level is high.

multinucleated giant cells were noted, which are typi-

bodies are usually absent, whereas AMA is positive in

cal findings compatible to those of the recovery phase

some patients and anti-Tg Ab is positive in a larger

of SAT (Fig. 2E-H). There was no cancer lesion in the

number of patients.

resected lymph nodes acquired by central neck

roid scan showed reduced uptake, as observed in case

dissection. She was diagnosed as T3aN0 based on the

1, and decreased RAIU.

AJCC 8th edition.

6)

11,12)

6,7)

TSH receptor anti-

During the acute phase, thy10)

In the biopsy, granulomatous infiltrate, sometimes
with giant cells and consistent with a viral infection,

Discussion

9)

is commonly observed. Mononuclear cell infiltration
occurs first, followed by the appearance of multi-

We have presented two cases showing pathologi-

nucleated giant cells and necrosis later, which are

cally proven SAT and PTC in the same subject. Our

common features in the inflammatory process of viral

cases were unique, particularly because symptoms

infection in tissues. Given that surgery was performed

and signs of SAT developed while waiting for an elec-

after improvement of the clinical manifestation of the

tive surgery of PTC. The second patient developed

SAT, we believe that mild-to-moderate mononuclear

symptoms suggesting SAT, but did recognize that was

cell infiltration and scattered multinucleated giant cells

attributed to the enlargement of a preexisting thyroid

were present in our cases.

nodule. Diagnosis of SAT and PTC was confirmed by
microscopic evaluation of surgical specimen after thy-

SAT requires treatment for painful conditions and
symptoms of thyrotoxicosis.

13)

Beta-blockers are used
www.ijthyroid.org
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to control thyrotoxic symptoms and anti-inflammatory
therapy for pain control.

13)

carcinomas in most of cases. The US findings of

The American Thyroid

markedly hypoechoic lesions with irregular margins of

Association’s clinical guidelines recommend non-ster-

SAT renders the differential diagnosis of PTC more

oidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for mild symp-

difficult.

toms and 40 mg/day prednisolone for patients with

ing of the small PTC located at or adjacent to ex-

severe disease or those who do not respond to NSAID

tensive hypoechoic lesions of the SAT.

treatment.

14)

13,17)

This may sometimes be due to the mask13,17)

Conversely,

Acute symptoms were well controlled

unnecessary surgery in patients with SAT can be

with steroid or NSAID in our cases and surgery was

avoided by careful review of early clinical-US findings

successfully undertaken two months after initial

and performing US-FNA or follow-up US.

symptoms.

17)

In summary, we report pathologically proven cases

Differentiated thyroid cancer arises from follicular

of coexisting SAT and thyroid papillary carcinoma in

cells of the thyroid gland, and accounts for almost all

the same subject. Our report suggests that SAT le-

thyroid cancers, and PTC accounts for approximately

sions can also be detected during preoperative staging

85% of differentiated thyroid cancers.

15)

US is the

work-up of thyroid cancer. Thus, combined US and

most important imaging modality in differentiating ma-

laboratory test is helpful for the differential diagnosis

lignant from benign nodules since US can detect thyroid

of SAT in cases developing symptoms possibly related

16)

nodules in 19-68% of randomly selected individuals.

to SAT.

It has been reported that the bilateral hypoechoic
areas with low to absent vascularization commonly
observed in SAT is sometimes misinterpreted as PTC
lesion.

10,17)
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